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resembling cormorants In appearance There
are j species - Anineroiii, species oi t>n»all
freshwater fish belonging to the Perch firmly
fonnd m N America
Date Palm Phoenix dactynfcra one of trie oldest
known food plants widely cultivated in N
Africa and W Asia It grows to 100 ft and
continues to bear for 2 or 3 centuries its fruit
being of great value as a food from the leaves
the Africans make roof? for then- huts ropes
ire made from he fibrous parts of the stalks
and the sap furnishes a .limulatmg beverage
Dauphin the title borne by the eldest sons of the
Kings of France from 1349 to the Revolution
of 1830
Day is the most natural runt of tune and may be
defined as the period of rotation of the earth
relative to any selected heavenly body Rela
Hve to the sun it is called the sola* day Eela
five to a fixed otar it is called the sidereal day
Owing to irregularities In the earths move
mtnts the time taken for the earth to rotate
through 380 relative to the sun is variable and
so the mean sola day of 24 hours has been Intro
duced which is the average throughout the
year The mean softer day is our standard used
for purposes of the calendar and astronomers
use mderaal clocks to check mean solar time In
practice for convenience the sidereal day is
determined by the earth s rotation relative to
the vernal equinox or first point of Aries and
11 equal to ^ hours 56 minutes and 4 001
f,ei.ondb of ine-m solar time (t e ibout 4 minute^
horter than a solar day) S«- Time
DDT (dichloro diphenjl triehloroethane) A very
powerful in<*eetieide which has had wide success
in the control of di&eases such as malaria and
tj nhus which is carried by insects Mosauito
swamps are sprajed with DDT to kill tht,
earners Because this toxic chemical breaks
down very slowlj it builds up in birds and am
mate and its use is now banned in Britain
Its detection in Antarctic wild life confirmed
that DDT pollution was virtually -world wide
Deacon an ecclesiastical official who assists m
wme of the smaller ministerial duties in church
or chapel m the Anglican Church he ranlis
below a priest
Dead Languages are such as the ancient Greek
and Roman tongues which are no longer
spoken but are preserved in literature
Dead Sea Scrolls a group of ancient Jewish
documents, consisting of scrolls and fragments
which have been recovered since 1947 in the
vicinity of Qnrnran near the Dead Sea and which
represent one of the most important finds ever
made m the field of biblical archaeology and
Christian origins The scrolls written m
Hebrew or Aramaic were found m caves the
first by chance by an Arab shepherd m 1947
These consisted of biblical texts older by a
thousand years than the earliest Hebrew manu
script of the Old Testament (a » 895) Many
fragments have smce been discovered com
pnsmg the whole of the Old Testament with the
exception of Esther In addition there are
commentaries and other non biblical writings
including one called The War of the Sons of
Light with the Sons of Darkness The writing
on the scrolls indicates that they were written
over a period of two centuries the greater pro
portion before the birth of Christ A nearby
ruin is believed to have been the home of a
religious sect called the Essenes (J17) to whom
the scrolls belonged By the aid of the latest
scientific techniques including radiocarbon tests
the age of the scrolls is being accurately deter
mined. An account of the scrolls and their
implications is given in Edmund Wilson s The
Dead Sea Smth. 1947-1969
Dean, & Church of England dignitary ranking
below a bishop and the head of the chapter of a
cathedral. A rural Dean supervises a deanery
or group of parishes There axe also Deans of
Faculties m some universities, and at Oxford
and Cambridge the Dean is in charge of chapel
services and disciplinary arrangements.
Death Watch Beetle C&srfoMwro nfovUlemim) a
wood-boring beetle, larger than the common
furniture beetle found chiefly in the old oak
beams of churches and other historic buildings.
The grab bores from 4-12 years. The name
" death watch comes from the superstition
 that the ticking sound made py the beetle
striking its head against the wood is a sign of
approachm,, death Ihe death watch beetle in
the roof of Westminister Hall is being smoked
out by means of an insecticide called gamma
benzine hexaehlonde See also Furniture Beetle,
Woodworm
Decalogue name given to the Ten Commandments
of the Old Testament There are two versions
of them differing in detail Exodus 20: 2-17
and Deuteronomy v 6-21 They are of Hebrew
origin ind are recognised by Jews and Christians
as the divine law given by God to Moses on Mt
fainai Most of them are prohibitions in con
trast to the beatitudes (pronounced by Christ
in the Sermon on the Mount) which are positive
t g Blessed are the merciful
December the last month of the year m our calen
dar and the tenth m the old Roman
Deciduous Trees are such as shed their leaves at
certain seasons as distinguished from evergreens
or permanent fohaged trees or shrubs
Decimal System is based on the unit of 10 Duo-
decimal System is based on the nmt of IS
Fractional numbers are expressed ae divisions
of 10 and 12 respectively Thus
Fraction	Decimal	Duodecimal
*	05	06
J	0 3333	0 4
i	0 25	03
>	02	0 2497
1	01668	0 2
1	0125	016
•ft,	0 0833	01
jf	0 04166	0 06
Decimal currency was impose 1 nn Trance in
1705 The United Kingdom chinged ovei to
decimal currency on 15 February 1971 The bix
new corns are
Dftwmmahon	Value	Metal
i new penny	1 2d	bronze
 1	new penny	2 id	bronze
 2	new pence	4 8d	bronze
5 new pence	Is	cupro nickel
10 new pence	2s         cupro nickel
50 new pence	10s	cupro nickel
Declaration oE Independence was an Act by which
the American Congress on July 4 1776 de-
clared the American colonies to be independent
of Great Britain Independence Day is a
hohdav hi the United States
Defender oi the Faith (Defensor l?wleft a title
conferred upon Henry Vlil by Pope Leo X. in
1521 for entering the lists against Luther with
ms book on The Assertion of the Seven Sacra
meats In 1664 the title was confirmed by
Parliament and has been used ever since by
English sovereigns.
Deflation is a policy designed to bring down costs
by reducing the supply of means of payment It
is usually advocated as a remedy for inflation
and in this connection is often referred to as Dis
inflation It usually results m a fall in employ
ment The credit squeezes of the 1950s in
Great Britain were designed to have a dis
inflationary effect
Dehydrate to eliminate the water from a substance
The process of dehydration is now used to the
food industry aa a result of wartime research m
making such things as dried egg and packet
soups Most vegetables contain over 80%
of water and much of this can be removed
under vacuum at low temperatures without
appreciably Impairing the flavour The light-
ness of the dehydrated products is an advantage
when supplies have to be transported
Deliquescence, the process of dissolving by the
absorption of moisture from the atmosphere
For instance chromic acid crystals on exposure
to the air quickly deliquesce
Delta a triangular tract of land between diverging
branches of a river at its mouth, and so called
from its general resemblance to the Greek letter
A delta. The best-known examples are the
deltas of the Nile, the Ganges, the Niger and
theMiBSissippi
Deluge, a flood, commonly applied to the story of
the Deluge in the Bible, in which Noah and the
Ark figure. A nfanfl«r tradition lingers In the
mythologies of all ancient peoples.

